Scalar Energy

What is Scalar Energy Pendant? A revolutionary discovery of Quantum Science Amazing Benefits to our Health!

Scalar Energy: Scalar Energy What is It and How Beneficial and Relevant is it to our Health?

What is Scalar Energy? Based on latest discovery in quantum science Scalar Energy has always existed since the beginning of time. However it is only recently that scientists have discovered it and begun to make use of it.

The History of Scalar Energy: The History of Scalar Energy Mid 1800’s Scalar Energy proposed by James Clerk Maxwell Nicola Tesla --- 100yrs ago demonstrated the existence of Scalar Energy 1920’s Einstein research included work on Scalar Energy In the last decade– exploration of Scalar Energy’s potential has made it easily usable for health benefits.

Scalar Energy: Scalar Energy Strong scientific evidence Amazing Healing Properties Now used by the medical field to treat HIV positive patients! Now beginning to be known to many people, esp the bio-medical profession!

What is the Scalar Energy Product Made From? Mineral based high-tech formulated energy pendant, made from volcanic lava, using Japanese technology Capable of emitting scalar energy instantly transforming bio-energy into our body to promote molecular activities of water molecules in body organs. Benefit the body’s metabolic functions, elevating blood circulation systems Result is holistic healthcare functions the Most Natural Way

The Nature of Scalar Energy? Remember the 3Cs of producing Scalar Energy (SE)CONCENTRATION The CONVERGENCE of two identical and natural electromagnetic waves (EMW) from two opposite direction produce SE. The CANCELLATION of the free movements of these EMW keeps them in one place; SE is stationary energy. The CONCENTRATION of SE provides the health benefits when one comes close to it.
Our Body is 70% Water: Our Body is 70% Water. Our brain has even more, at 90% water! We are a Human being, but also a WATER BEING! Therefore the quality of WATER present in our body is very important to our health. Quality of Water in our bodies is indeed CRITICAL! Good quality WATER gives good health, bad quality WATER gives bad health!

The Biolife Products: 76 Natural Minerals are Fused and Structurally Bonded Together at the Molecular Level. These minerals are only found in volcanic lava located in just two places on earth. This combination produces Natural Scalar Resonance. The Pendant, Bracelet, Watch, have natural scalar energy in them.


Bio-Electric Field: BIO-ELECTRIC FIELD SE REINFORCES YOUR BIO-ELECTRIC FIELD. The human body by its very nature carries energy charge. This electric charge can be weakened by age, nutritional deficiencies, fatigue, psychological & emotional stress. The bio-electric field is constantly bombarded by EMF contamination (look for the HZ sign; cell phones & sites, refs, microwave ovens, high tension wires), man-made frequencies.

Slide 12: SE UNCLUMPS THE BLOOD FOR BEST CIRCULATION. Life is in the blood. Blood thickens with age, lack of exercise, unhealthy diet. Thickening of the blood sets the stage for all kinds of sicknesses, the most common of all is hypertension. Thick blood overworks the heart, impairs oxygen supply in the brain and slows down the overall healing processes of the body. CLUMPED BLOOD, UNCLUMPED BLOOD. Remember BBBCW: BLOOD.

Brain: SE SHARPENS THE FUNCTION OF THE BRAIN. This is the autonomic region of the human body, controlling all bodily functions. Exposure to SE Stabilizes Alpha Rhythm of the Brain. Balances and Calms the Mind. Improves Mental Focus. Enhances Creativity. More creative & coherent. Proven by EEG BRAIN.

Slide 14: SE RESTORES HEALTHY VOLTAGE LEVEL OF CELLS. The healthy voltage level of every human cell is 70-90 milli-volt. Unhealthy cells reproduce itself to avoid extinction. Overpowering healthy cells. Cancer cells...
are 15-20 milli-volt Research shows exposure to SE: Protects damage to the DNA Tissue deterioration is retarded Age-related disease minimized Balances hormones CELLS.

Slide 15 : SE TURNS DEAD WATER INTO LIVING WATER Water responds to energy Human body, 70-80% H2O Water exposed to SE Less surface water tension Water molecules become Nano-cluster (2.4M can be placed side by side on the head of a pin) energizing all nutrients it contacts by up to 300% Increase cellular hydration Balances pH; alkalizes body DEAD WATER LIVING WATER WATER.

SE will Improve Body’s Water Quality : SE will Improve Body’s Water Quality Improves the quality of the water in our body! Water will be nano-clustered, making it energized and bio-active! Water now able to penetrate our cells hydrating and detoxifying them.

You Can Even Drink Scalar Energized Water! : You Can Even Drink Scalar Energized Water! You can use the scalar products to charge or energize your water by putting it under your glass or tumbler of water! You can even charge inexpensive wine to taste much better, like more expensive wine! It will definitely be smoother! Just place the water or wine over the pendant for just 10 to 15 minutes! The water will become energized and nano-clustered and therefore becoming good quality water for your body!

Scalar Energy Treated Water versus non-Scalar charged Water : Scalar Energy Treated Water versus non-Scalar charged Water Good Quality Water Nano clustered, fine molecules Can penetrate our body’s cells hydrating them Thus cleansing and detoxifying the cells Result is healthy cells Poor Quality Water Large molecules Not able to penetrate and hydrate cells Not able to detoxify them Result is unhealthy cells

You Can Wear it Everyday! 24/7 : You Can Wear it Everyday! 24/7 You can wear the Scalar Energy everyday, 24/7 This enables the scalar energy to treat your body’s water continuously! Light, convenient and user friendly Energy lasts perpetually!

Environmental PollutionDangerous? : Environmental PollutionDangerous? We know of: Air Pollution! Water Pollution! These are hazardous to our health! Sometimes we can avoid them by wearing face masks, or filtering drinking water….but Do we know that there is another very hazardous
pollution in our environment today that is even more dangerous and cannot be avoided???

This New Pollution is EMF! : This New Pollution is EMF! Electro Magnetic Fields! We don’t even know or feel they are there around us! All kinds of electro-magnetic fields from within our own indoor living environment, like Internal household wiring systems, TVs, Computers, Micro-wave ovens, washing machines, DVD players, Vacuum cleaners, And all appliances that are electrical

EMF Increasing : EMF Increasing As technology advances in the world today, EMF will increase. Can we stop technology advancing? Of course NOT! And we cannot live without modern technology! So what can we do about it? Do we freely allow EMF to destroy our health and happiness?

WHO Report : WHO Report The World Health Organization (WHO) thinks You're at Risk "The World Health Organization (WHO) takes seriously the concerns raised by reports about possible health effects from exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMF). Cancer, changes in behaviour, memory loss, Parkinson and Alzheimer's diseases, and many other diseases have been suggested as resulting from exposure to EMF. Everyone in the world is now exposed to a complex mix of EMF frequencies in the range 0-300 GHz. EMF has become one of the most pervasive environmental influences and exposure levels as many frequencies are increasing significantly as the technological revolution continues unabated and new applications using different parts of the spectrum are found." - World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland

The Scalar Energy Pendant Shields Us From EMF : The Scalar Energy Pendant Shields Us From EMF The Scalar Energy Pendant Shields Us from EMF! EMF emissions can be continuous such as mobile telephone transmission waves, radio and TV waves. All harmful EMF is shielded when we wear it every day, every hour, and every minute.

Protection Everyday 24/7 : Protection Everyday 24/7 We can WEAR the Scalar Energy Pendant Everyday! 24/7 It is close to your body throughout the day, therefore Treating your body’s water continuously and shielding you from EMF!
Scalar Energy, the Discovery of All Time! Many More Scientific Reports:

The greatest discovery of all time that will revolutionize medical science, treatment and health care. Several scientific reports on scalar energy. Most significantly is the positive effect on health. Humanity can expect more discoveries in the near future using scalar energy!

Scientific Reports: The scalar energy pendant is based on strong scientific principles and evidence. The Barron Report, one of many, describes what scalar energy is and how amazing it is. There are many other scientific reports supporting the benefits of scalar energy for our health. Recently it is being used to treat HIV Positive patients!

Treats Many Ailments and Illnesses: The Pendant can treat many ailments and illnesses! Amazing testimonies from 130 countries.

Instant Effects!: Benefits of wearing the Pendant include:
- Reduces the effects of EMF radiation
- Strengthens your resilience to the effects of stress
- Increases your energy and stamina
- Reduces the symptoms of fatigue
- Relieves the symptoms of jet lag
- Enhances your mental performance and alertness.

And Much More!: Promotes blood circulation
- Improves metabolism in our bodies
- Shields electromagnetic (EMF) waves
- Increases oxygen supply to blood cells
- Energies and helps fights growth of cancer cells
- Imprints into our DNA and protects it from damage
- Works as anti-depressant as it takes away noradrenalin.

Do You or Your Friends Have Any of These “Common” Problems?:
- Migraine headaches
- Low metabolic rates
- Regulates Hypertension or Blood Pressure
- Arthritic, joint aches and pains
- Aches and pains, like frozen shoulders
- Keeps cells healthy, thus delaying ageing process
- Retards growth of malignant or cancerous cells
- Hair loss
- Eyes, reduces cataracts
- Diabetic conditions
- Insomnia
- Improves concentration
- Improving recovery of stroke patients.

The Scalar Energy Pendant Can Help!: The Scalar Energy Pendant can relieve these “common” problems
effectively! Many have tried and it works for them! Scalar Energy is now used to treat even HIV positive patients!

Prevention Better than Cure! : Prevention Better than Cure! Even if you are in excellent health and do not seem to need the pendant, PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE! Use the Pendant for Prevention!

Is it Safe? : Is it Safe? It is ABSOLUTELY SAFE! To quote from the Barron Report, “Are the charged products safe? Absolutely! There is nothing unnatural about scalar energy. It has been around since the creation of the universe. It’s all a question of embedding healing/energizing frequencies as opposed to harmful frequencies”.

Demonstrated in Sports!Improves Performance! : Demonstrated in Sports!Improves Performance! Gives increased strength Better control and balance Particularly with golf, (better Tee-distance, short game), bowling, racket games, etc.

Well Known Personalities Using Pendant! : Well Known Personalities Using Pendant! Many more testimonials! Many well known sports personalities around the world in golfing, martial arts and boxing bowling, tennis, badminton, body building, etc. using the Scalar Energy Pendant. Even the famous Anthony Robbins uses it!

Anthony Robbins Uses the Pendant! : Anthony Robbins Uses the Pendant! "As a speaker, I'm often onstage for 12 hours or more a day. Three-and-a-half years ago, Dr. Herb Ross found that the electromagnetic fields (EMF) emitted by my wireless headset were creating a physical weakness in my body. When I began utilizing the energy pendant, I noticed an immediate recovery in my muscle strength and a counteracting of the negative effects from the headset's low frequency waves. I have certainly benefited from the energy pendant." Anthony Robbins, author of 'Awaken the Giant Within' and other books. Regarded as America's top personal coach and trainer for personal development.